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Sno Month Book Name of the Lesson TOPIC Activities Learning outcomes
1 April +June Ncert text book Force and pressure Definition of force,contact forces, non contact forces 1. To show the force exerted by magnets. 1.Define Force and pressure

pressure illustrations of pressure in daily life 2. Distinguish between different types of forces
3. Explain the effects of force 
4. Define pressure and explain its illustrations

2 July +August Ncert Text book Friction when does friction come into force,direction of friction 1. To list the methods of increasing and  1. Define friction
disadvantages of friction ,methods of reducing friction decreasing friction 2. Describe the factors affecting friction
 advantages of friction ,methods of increasing friction. 3. Static friction, dynamic friction and rolling friction.

4. Advantages and disadvantages of friction.

3 september Ncert textbook Sound Vibration produces sound , range of hearing of the 1. To show vibrations carry energy 1. Explain how sound is produced
October human ear,difference between music and noise, 2. To draw a neat labelled diagram of 2. List the causes ,harmful effects and prevention

noise pollution , effects of noise pollution . human ear. of noise pollution.

4 October+november Ncert Text book Some Natural phenomena To diagramatically represent structure 
of the earth. Richter scale, Damages by earthquakes, To diagramatically represent structure 
how to protect ourselves from earthquakes, 1.To draw , label and explain the of the earth. Richter scale, Damages by earthquakes, 
lightning and thunder,damages caused by them, Parts of the human eye. how to protect ourselves from earthquakes,
how to protect ourselves fromlightning strike 2. To draw dot patterns in braille system lightning and thunder,damages caused by them,

how to protect ourselves fromlightning strike

5 January +February
Ncert textbook Stars and the solar name the planets in the solar system and their to draw constellations( Ursa major, Orion) name the planets in the solar system and their

system characteristics characteristics
Explain moon as a natural satellite Explain moon as a natural satellite
Define stars and solar system.,Some constellations Define stars and solar system.


